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Air Freshener Crochet Plant Hanger  
 
 

Materials: 

- Crochet Hook 3mm 

- Cotton yarn 

(DCM Happy Cotton 20g, in Shade: Sandcastel (772), Cookie (777), Treetop (780) 

- Darning needle 

- Scissors 
- Stuffing (or some leftover yarn) 

 

Plant Pot (colour 1) 

 

Row 1: 

Begin by creating a Magic Loop, Chain 2 (counts as dc), 

12 dc into the Magic Loop and tighten it, (12dc + chain)   

sl into the top of the beginning chain. 

Row 2: 

Chain 2 (counts as dc), 2 dc in every dc, you should have 25 dc + the Chain. 

sl into the top of the beginning chain. 

Row 3: 

Chain 2 (counts as dc), in the back loop only dc 25 + the Chain.  

sl into the top of the beginning chain. 

Row 4+5: 

Same as above just that you work into both loops as usual.  

The Plant Pot should have a height of 3 rows now and is finished! 

 

Dirt (colour 2) 

 

Row 1: 

Begin by creating a Magic Loop, Chain 2 (counts as dc), 

12 dc into the Magic Loop and tighten it (leave a small hole). 

sl into the top of the beginning chain. 

Row 2: 

Chain 2 (counts as dc), 2 dc in every dc, you should have 25 dc + the 

Chain. 

sl into the top of the beginning chain. 

Leave a long tail to later sew the Pot and the Earth together! 

 

Plant (colour 3) 

 

Option 1 (Spiral) 

 

You will now create 3 spirals in different lengths. 

1: Chain 20, 3 sc in each of the next 6 stitches, 2 sc in each of the next 14 stitches. 

2: Chain 25, 3 sc in each of the next 8 stitches, 2 sc in each of the next 17 stitches. 

3: Chain 30, 3 sc in each of the next 10 stitches, 2 sc in each of the next 20 stitches. 

Leave a tail of ~12cm and pull the cut tail through the last stitch. 
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Option 2 (Bubbles)  
 

You will create 3 bubble strings in different lengths. 

Chain 6, work into the 4th stitch as you would work a dc, you wrap your yarn 

around your hook one time, pull up one loop and pull the yarn through the first and 

the second loop, for a normal dc you would do that one more time but we leave 

the half finished dc on the hook (there should be 2 loops on the hook) repeat that 4 

more times (6 loops on your hook). You should have 5 half finished dc and a chain 

of 2 on your hook, now we pull the yarn through all and sl into the base (4th 

chain) and you’ve finished the first bubble.  

For the first string you create 6 bubbles, the second 5 and the third 4. On each of 

the strings after the last bubble you’ve just made you chain 5.  

Leave a tail of ~12cm and pull the cut tail through the last chain.  

 

Assembling:  

 

Take the earth disc, where you left a small hole with the Magic Loop you 

insert your hook from the wrong side to the right side. Take the tails of 

your plant and pull them through the hole with your hook. Now you can 

tighten you Magic Loop a bit and knot all four stings together, (you 

don’t have to sew in the ends because we hide them inside the pot). 

 

Thread the long tail of the earth through a darning needle. Take the plant 

pot and align the beginning of round with each other. Sew the inner loop 

of the pot with the outer loop of the earth together using a running 

stitch. Every loop should have a counter part. Leave a gap of 2 cm 

open! Fill the plant pot with some stuffing, (not to much, otherwise it 

will be a bit  bulgy), now close the gap. Sow in the tail, and hide it 

inside. 

All the stuffing and ends should be hidden now! 

 

With the colour 1 chain 60, and attach it on both sides of the pot.  

Sew in the tails, and hide it inside as well. 

 

I’ve but a small bow out of scrap yarn on it as a cute touch ☺ (optional) 

 
Take some essential oils, put just a few drops on it, 

and your car or room will smell amazing! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ch  – chain 

sc  – single crochet 

dc – double crochet 

sl  – slip stitch  

   


